With this entry form you can send your film to any of the assiociated festivals of the YOUTH CINEMA NETWORK.
By that you allow that your film could be selected for any other festival which is assiociated with the YOUTH
CINEMA NETWORK. (For further informations see: www.youthcinema.com )

Entry form
Herewith I am applying for
Name and Country of Festival

Year of Festival

with this film:
Title:
Year of production:

length:

minutes

Fiction Film

Animated Film

Music Video

Experimental

Documentary

TV Report, News

TV-Show

Advertising

Director:
Month: January

Year of birth:

Day: 01

Name of sender/ Institution :
Street:
Postcode:

City:

Country:

email:

Phone:

In case of group productions please write down the functions, names and ages of the participants.

Production format (not the format of the tape/disc/file handed in):
HDV

AVC-Intra

DV

16mm Film

35 mm Film

AVCHD

XDCAM HD

DVCPro

Digi-Beta

4k

DVCPro HD

HDCAM

DVCAM

Betacam-SP

Synopsis
Please write down here the synopsis, it is for the catalogue and for the information of the jury. Also you can give
further informations, for example about the making of the film or fotos of the film on a separate CD.

Group productions
Did you receive help from adults/professionals?
yes

no

What kind of help?
Script

Camera

Editing

Directing

Decor

Who supported you? Please tell us the name of the media institution.

Accommodation service
I/we expect to come for visiting the festival. Please give me/us further informations.
yes

no

Please send only copies (DVD, BlueRay, MiniDV) and enclose this entry form. Or if your
film can be downloaded from a server, please write here the exact web-address:

And here the password (if necessary):
And the date, if there is an expire date for the link:
We recommend, that your file should meet the technical standards in the guidelines, which
you will find on the YCN-homepage.

In any case please send this entry-form also via email!
Statement of agreement
I/We agree that my/our work will be copied, archivated and offered for non-commercial presentations.
I/We also agree that my/our name can be forwarded to interested parties (TV-channels, radio, newspapers,
competitions, festivals).
I/We own all rights of my/our work. I/We accept the conditions for the participation.
Date, signature (Participant or Parent, if participant is under 18)
________________________________________________________

